BOAT RENTAL
IBIZA 2022

LUXURY CHARTER EXPERIENCES
Whether you want to explore the island’s secret natural coves or venture
over to the beautiful white sandy beaches of Formentera, your time in Ibiza
is not complete without a boating experience.
No matter the size of your group or budget, our extensive portfolio of luxury
yachts, speedboats and sailing boats are custom selected to ensure that
you receive the very best of what’s available on the island.
We work with only the newest boats in Ibiza which are fully licensed, come
with professional and personable crew members and offer all the amenities
you would expect with a luxury boat charter.
Our FAQ below is designed to give you some important information ahead
of booking your boat charter. Do not hesitate to contact our team should
you require further information.

BOOKING & CANCELLATION TERMS
In order to secure a boat reservation a minimum deposit payment of 50% of
the boats total amount is required. Once payment is made the reservation
is confirmed and you can pay the outstanding balance on the day of the
charter. If you prefer to pay the full amount of the boat upfront then only the
fuel costs will need to be settled on the day of charter.
Please note that any cancellation from the time of reservation will result in a
loss of the 50% minimum deposit.
Cancellations which are result of unforeseeable circumstances such as
bad weather or unsuitable sea conditions will result in your charter being
moved to the next available date or cancelled entirely with a full refund.

IBIZA OR FORMENTERA?
The most popular option is to visit is the neighbouring island of Formentera
just 30 minutes from Ibiza. Renowned for its white sandy beaches and
crystal blue waters, Formentera has arguably the best beaches in Europe
and is home to two of the most sought after beach clubs in Juan y Andrea &
Beso Beach. You can also enjoy swimming and snorkelling at the tiny island
of Espalmador on the way there.
Ibiza also boasts spectacular coastlines, private coves and untouched
beaches. Those opting to stay around the island will be able to venture
around the south and west coast or even take a tour to the north of the
island. Ibiza offers famous sights such as Es Vedra and Atlantis, popular
beach restaurants and great snorkel spots along the way.

WHAT DO WE DO FOR LUNCH?
Getting off the boat and enjoying lunch at a restaurant is the suggested
option. Ibiza and Formentera have some fantastic beach restaurants which
can be accessed by tender. If your boat does not come with a tender, then
we can advise you on the best restaurants which do offer their own pick up
service.

WHEN DO WE START AND WHERE?
Most boats can be taken out from as early as 10:00am. As the rental period
is usually 8 hours, we suggest taking the boat out early between 10:00 and
11:30 if you have an early lunch reservation or evening plans and between
12:00 and 13:30 if you have a late lunch reservation or want to catch sunset
on your way back.
Most boats are berthed in Marina Ibiza and Marina Botafoch which are
located close to Ibiza Town. The boats must be boarded from this location
unless we can make a special arrangement, for example, your villa has sea
access or there is a safe boarding point nearby.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO BRING?
It is fundamental that the lead passengers bring a photographic ID in order
to complete the charter contract on check-in. It is also important to advise
us if you will be with young children so the suitable life jackets can be
prepared. Boats usually come with everything you need such as towels,
water, ice and soft drinks, however, if you want additional alcoholic drinks or
food, we suggest bringing your own or arranging for a delivery in advance.

IS OUR GROUP TOO BIG?
Ibiza has very strict legislation on the number of passengers that are
allowed on each boat. All boats will have varying max capacities of 7 to 12
people, excluding captain and crew.
For groups of more than 12 people, we suggest taking out two or more
boats in tandem and splitting your group accordingly. It's important to note
that the max capacities only apply whilst the boat is moving, therefore, once
stopped together at sea all passengers can move between the boats or
occupy one, that way you are not divided for the whole day. For this option,
you can either opt for 2 or more boats which are of similar price, size and
style or you go for a large boat to occupy all of you when stopped at sea and
then arrange a small boat to follow for the purpose of carrying the extra
passengers.
There are only a few select larger boats in Ibiza which operate with event
licences and can take up to 100 people, but they are significantly larger
catamarans and sailing boats, not motor yachts. They are also less flexible
as they are subject to more restrictions regarding boarding, access,
stopping, music etc.

CAN WE DO WATERSPORTS?
Depending on the boat, some will come with tenders, motorised toys,
equipment and inflatables already included so you can have plenty of fun at
sea. If you are looking for something more specific that is not already
included with your boat, we can arrange for this to be added to your charter
experience at an additional cost.
Please remember that safety is paramount and as some water sports carry
an element of risk, there can be restrictions and rules in place as to what
you can and can't do. In any case, our team will inform you of what is
available and how you can enjoy the experience.

